A global but stable change in HeLa cell morphology induces reorganization of DNA structural loop domains within the cell nucleus.
DNA of higher eukaryotes is organized in supercoiled loops anchored to a nuclear matrix (NM). The DNA loops are attached to the NM by means of non-coding sequences known as matrix attachment regions (MARs). Attachments to the NM can be subdivided in transient and permanent, the second type is considered to represent the attachments that subdivide the genome into structural domains. As yet very little is known about the factors involved in modulating the MAR-NM interactions. It has been suggested that the cell is a vector field in which the linked cytoskeleton-nucleoskeleton may act as transducers of mechanical information. We have induced a stable change in the typical morphology of cultured HeLa cells, by chronic exposure of the cells to the polar compound dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO). Using a PCR-based method for mapping the position of any DNA sequence relative to the NM, we have monitored the position relative to the NM of sequences corresponding to four independent genetic loci located in separate chromosomes representing different territories within the cell nucleus. Here, we show that stable modification of the NM morphology correlates with the redefinition of DNA loop structural domains as evidenced by the shift of position relative to the NM of the c-myc locus and the multigene locus PRM1 --> PRM2 --> TNP2, suggesting that both cell and nuclear shape may act as cues in the choice of the potential MARs that should be attached to the NM.